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When all the arches are finished, no matter its sustainable materials and exquisite
design, in order to keep those glorious landmarks in a great status, a management
organization or institution is required to handle all matters of arches. Chinese
Consolidated Benevolent Association, Hualien Association or any other immigration
association of good reputation can be the ideal candidate. For instance, for an
immigration association or club that is with real estate assets and also worry-free of
all kinds of loans, it can be a great opportunity to well shape its trustworthy image
among the public by consistently maintaining the arch. Needless to say, that’s a winwin situation to any who is involved in the arch project.
In conclusion, the arch is more than an iconic landmark of Chinatown but a gorgeous
end product of all the cooperation and connection in harmony among the Chinese
immigrants.
[Caption for the drawing of arch]
The Arches in Chinatown: sleek, in a good quality, free of tedious maintenance and
with an enticing message as “WELCOME TO CHINATOWN” in English.












The arches in Chinatown: Giant ones for 2 and smaller ones for 10 in total.
The width of the giant arches is 120 feet and 40-60 feet for the smaller ones.
All arches come in 4 strong, solid posts to stand still. Protection posts are also
constructed to prevent damages.
To set time and temperature reading in digital helps drivers and pedestrians as
well as draws their attention.
Periodical lightening to keep the arch focused.
A sleek design made of good and quality high-technology materials so as to be
free of maintenance.
No need to trim anything special on arches in Mandarin.
Architects are in charge of the design application with the government.
Whoever donates over $10,000 for the arch project can have his or her name
engraved on the arches.
As long as there are some funds brought in, the construction of arch could start
right away and continue the rest.
With the cooperation of all Chinese immigrants, the finish day of arch
construction will not be that far ahead.
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To Build Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hall in Honor of the Father of the Republic of
China
Dr. Sun Yat-sen is the foremost pioneer of Nationalist China and the leader of the
very 1st democratic revolution in China in the overthrow of the Qing Dynasty during
the Xinhai Revolution. Hereafter, the Republic of China was established in 1912. Dr.
Sun Yat-sen is considered to be the greatest president of modern China as well as
referred to be the Father of the Nation for the Republic of China. Without a doubt,
what he had achieved and contributed to the country is truly deserve our respect of all
time.
During his lifetime, Dr. Sun Yat-sen ever came to New York a few times for his
manipulation of revolution. He dwelled at 1 Mott Street, 3rd floor when he firstly
stayed here in 1896. Speaking of that, we’d say New York has a certain sense of
meaning to the democratic revolution of China and therefore it can be one of the ideal
spots when it comes to Sun Yat-sen memorial hall construction. Since Dr. Sun Yatsen took one and only role in the history of modern China, the hall is not meant to
belong to or be subordinated to any government or general organization. It better
holds its independent status in stead.
From my point of view, 1 Mott Street is actually the best location for Sun Yat-sen
memorial hall since it used to be where he truly resided. Or his ever office might be
one of options as well. It’s anyway better to select a place inside Chinatown in
Manhattan, too. And the size of the memory hall should be at least over 9,000 square
feet, divided into several areas to meet diverse and important functions.
Here is the simple project with regard to the management of Sun Yat-sen memorial
hall. The space would come in 9,000 to 10,000 square feet as a starting point. The
more spacious it is; the more flexibility it provides. Ideally there are 3 floors. One of
the floors would be conference room to fit 250 people at most. Another one is for
exhibition, chronically and orderly presenting the history of Dr. Sun Yat-sen’s life of
splendid achievements and whatever tough and amazing he had been through. Still the
3rd floor would be made for office use.
The materials for the memorial hall need to be selected at a high quality, well
expressing the aesthetics of Chinese tradition. All equipment including computer
setup has to be purchased all at once. And no mortgage loan out of the memorial hall
project can avoid much financial burden afterwards.
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Generally speaking, the market price of the building for memorial hall could be
around $1,000 to $1,100 per square foot in an ordinary district of Manhattan. In this
way, the total is about $11,000,000 for its required size. Besides, all other expenses
can be broke down as follows:
Decoration and equipment setup fees: $4,000,000
Annual building maintenance fee: $10,000
Staff Salary: $80,000 for CEO; $30,000 for an administration staff; $30,000 for a
General Manager and still another $30,000 for cleaning supervisor
Tax and staff benefits: $80,000
Miscellanea: $40,000
Water, electricity, heat, air conditioning and lightening fee: $40,000
Overall the expenses above would be $380,000 in total for a year. And the real estate
tax might be exempted since the hall is categorized into no-profit organization.
Fund Resources of the Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hall; The Total in Need Would be
15,000,000
As far as the fund resources for the Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hall are concerned, they
could be either mainly from the governors in the United States, China, Taiwan or
Hong Kong, or secondarily from Chinese immigrants from all over the world, no
matter corporations or individual. When the funds are collected, they’re being handled
by a few respectable social elites whose credit checks are all over 80 points.
The Committee of Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hall
Honorary positions in the committee are taken by those, including the governors, the
ordinary companies or individuals who generally donate funds to the memorial hall.
There would be 1 chairperson and 2 vice-chairpersons together manage all major
issues and meeting of the committee. The rest of work crew is comprised of 1
secretary, 5 financial professionals, 5 public relations personnel, and 20 executive
members who are respectively in charge of different functions of the hall in order to
make sure the business is always running well.
Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hall should be much dedicated to collecting as many as facts
about Dr. sun Yat-sen, the Father of the Nation of the Republic of China. Those facts
of history would cover where he’s from, what happened from his childhood through
adulthood, and most importantly the though process of the democratic revolution he
led from the onset to the end.
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We might want to gather all documents as much informative as detailed at the same
time. For instance, regarding Dr. Sun Yat-sen’s family and marriage, how many
wives did he ever marry to? And where are his descendants living now? In China,
other countries or maybe in the United States? If they currently all reside overseas,
that would be a great pity in comparison to that nearly all the descendants of President
George Washington of America probably all live in U.S.A. On the other hand, how
the United League of China revolved into the KMT should be also a very valuable
piece of lesson to learn for democratic revolution. Also the sort of complicated
relations of Dr. Sun Yat-sen with Chiang Kai-shek and Mao Zedong hugely impacted
and anticipated the establishment as well as the split between the Republic of China
and the People’s Republic of China.
Moreover, the Republic of China was established in Nanjing as its capital in 1912.
But pondering most of the older dynasties which ever had their capitals rooted there
seldom existed for long, would that somehow predict the short history of the Republic
of China? There might be something further behind to be studied. And as people
could recall, Dr. Sun Yat-sen was ever a doctor; so what was he specialize in and
where did he actually work around before? It’s kind of sad Dr. Sun Yat-sen died at his
young age. Who knows if that would make a drastic difference if he didn’t just live
shortly for 58 years?
From the success of the revolution until today, it has been 97 years. However, if we
take those years at preparation stages into consideration, the history could have been
over 100 years. Dr. Sun Yat-sen is apparently a very role model of national loyalty
and democratic passion to all governors to look up to and follow through when
serving their government jobs for the public.
In addition, the Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hall has to strive to get those work from Dr.
Sun Yat-sen, such as books, notes, Chinese calligraphy, letters or even some other’s
articles and books about him and his life. The real pieces or copy ones will all matter
to a whole bunches of collections.
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As for its schedule, when the committee of Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hall is finally
settled, all items on the to-do list and the selected staff should be ready to put the
project into practice. First of all, the collected funds are meticulously saved into the
bank and used for the hall construction only. Ideally until 2012, the sum of money we
need would be obtained. The design of the memorial hall is to discuss and revise
several times at the same year before reaching the conclusion. Starting in 2013, the
construction work officially begins and if things go well, it could be finished at the
end of same year. During 2014, there would be lots of precious information, objects,
etc. of Dr. Sun Yat-sen collections that will have been abundantly gathered. Positively
those items would be presented and arranged for the exhibition, opening to the public
at the springtime of 2014.
Even after the grand opening of the Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hall, the fund raising task
should be better continued considering there is still a fixed monthly expense of
$30,000 to 40,000 from general management of the committee. If there might be
insufficiency in budget, go ask for help from the government of China or Taiwan.
Also as for the collections of exhibitions, the committee is always open to embracing
any rich and meaningful donation.
Beyond the Statues of Confucius and Lin Ze Xu, I Suggest a Statue for Dr. Sun
Yat-sen As Well
In the past 30 years, on main streets in Chinatown in Manhattan, there have been 2
statues standing there. One is the most influential educator of China, Confucius and
the other one is Lin Ze Xu, who is regarded as a national hero fighting against
invasion of Imperialism and the unfair opium trades of his era. And here I suggest we
should no doubt build up the third statue for our Father of the Nation, Dr. Sun Yat-sen
who greatly led the patriotic crowds to establish modern, democratic China rid of
feudalism that has been dominant in Chinese history for several thousands of years.
The Analysis of Building Status of Dr. Sun Yat-sen
The statue of Confucius was built closed to Confucius Plaza Apartment right at the
corner of Division and Bowery Streets. And the statue of Lin Ze Xu is sitting on East
Broadway at Bowery Street. Bothe are highly respected and admired by the Chinese
people.
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The enormous achievement that Dr. Sun Yat-sen has brought about to the Chinese
world is comprehensively magnificent and worth of honor. So speaking of the
location of his statue, it would be perfectly in the most prosperous area of Chinatown
so as to let people pay respect to it anytime.
In my opinion, the best location for the statue of Dr. Sun Yat-sen is on the New
Chatham Square that was just finishes in 2011. I’m hoping to receive the supports and
participation of everyone.
As we live in such a democratic country, the United States, as long as one submits an
idea, his or her thoughts will be appreciated. I come out this important and
meaningful thing, and it however still needs to be tested and more requires inputs
from the Chinese communities in Manhattan Chinatown. I sincerely wish everyone’s
cooperation and taking part in the project to together realize it soon. And the size of
the statue of Dr. Sun Yat-sen would be larger then Confucius’s and Lin Ze Xu’s; that
would also cover the base, pedestal, the statue itself and the protection frames. Take
statues of both Confucius and Lin Ze Xu for example, the materials for them are not
durable and strong enough. It therefore causes kind of regular maintenance and a huge
repair once every few years.
About the design concept, we could invite some famous architects to join over,
brainstorming the perfect idea to carry out in time. But it’s also imperative to listen to
and take in some good pieces of advices from the public since this is a project that
needs everyone’s efforts, not belonging to some specific authority of the rich.
For the materials selection, premier alloy and granites are highly recommended.
They’re supposed to be presentable, endurable, strong and weather resistant. The
silhouette of the statue is 18 feet high and based on the real proportion of Dr. Sun
Yat-sen’s torso. It would be shaped into being dresses in a Chinese Tunic Suit,
outstanding and kind, and stands still.
The construction of pedestal and base should meet a certain high standard and good
quality. And the advanced lightening would function automatically during different
time frames of a day. The protect frame are solid together with easy to clean and
maintain.
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The Fund Resources of the Statue of Dr. Sun Yet-sen
The mail financial resources could be from the government of Chinese, Taiwan, and
Hong Kong as well as some other funds donated from the Chinese immigration
association from worldwide, corporations and individuals as well. Based on the
delicate design and all good quality materials, the expense is approximately
$2,500,000. With the cooperation and participation from all aspects of the Chinese
society, the goal could be expected to achieve within a short time.
The Committee of the Statue of Dr. Sun Yet-sen
Inside the Committee, there are 10 honorary chairmen selected from the social elites.
A chairperson would be appointed to be fully responsible for overall issues and
business of the committee about the statue of Dr. Sun Yat-sen. 2 vice chairpersons are
to assist the chairperson in many ways. There are still 4 public relations people, 4
financial professionals, and 4-5 general commissioners who are respectively in charge
of different job functions of the committee so as to keep it running smoothly.
The Maintenance of the Statue of Dr. Sun Yet-sen
In terms of the good and premier quality materials selection as well as solid
construction to secure the best status of Dr. Sun Yat-sen, that prevents itself from
usual weather attacks and color fading. Also it quite saves the labor and money to
major repair, too. However, regular cleaning rituals twice a week are provided in
order to make sure no litter around. A routine lightening checkup is daily required.
Furthermore if inevitably there is serious car accident and that causes a big damage,
an instant fixation would be coordinated to perform. The maintenance of the statue of
Dr. Sun Yat-sen can be allocated to any immigration association without loan
problems or it would be taken care by different associations by turns once every 5
years.
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Everyone Is Supposed to File the Tax But Not Necessarily Pay for It in Some
Cases
Accountants are traditionally one of the highest paying white-collar workers in
America. In order to be qualified as an account, a person primarily needs to receive
the Certified Public Accountant (CPA) license as well as is specialized in the U.S. tax
laws of all genres in different states.
Accounting is absolutely a highly demanded profession in developed countries. No
matter you are the rich or ordinary, it is inevitable to consult with an accountant at
some point; that also explains why accountants are usually associated with high
incomes. Being an accountant, you would work in an accounting firm or be your own
boss as a freelance or entrepreneur.
Except for the illegal resident foreign populations, everyone in entitles to file the tax.
If you earn more, you would be charged at a higher tax rate, and vice versa. The
highest tax rate for either firms or individuals goes up to 48%. There is no exception
to a sales tax whenever you purchase goods or service, and the tax rate usually runs
around 8.5% though it usually varies a little from state to state. Furthermore, a luxury
tax is imposed on luxury goods purchase at the 10% rate.
As for income tax and company tax (or called corporation tax), companies have to
pay the employees’ profit including retirement funds, insurance, unemployment funds,
etc. for approximately 50% of their payment of salary. Let’s say if a person earns
$20,000 per year, his or her company actually spends a total of $30,000 on him or her.
In spite of that, that person still has to pay taxes to the federal, state, and city
government upon the income of $20,000. However making less than $20,000 a year is
regarded as belonging to a lower income group. Company or Corporation tax rate
could be from 15% to 48%. The same the tax will be paid to the federal, state, and
city government, too.
For people who prefer to run an accounting firm, they’d either establish it a large
corporation or simply make a small one to easy handle with.
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Publicly traded companies are the largest and the most important clients to the
accounting firms. A certain service provided by accountants is to offer a thorough
financial statement to stockholders of the company.
Due to cigarettes and alcohols are lethal to human health, alcohol and tobacco are
relatively high while they are regarded as luxury goods though it the same varies in
different states. Take New York State for instance, tobacco tax is 250% of per pack
price. And regarding the Alcohol tax, its rate is oftentimes around 100% to 250%
depending on alcohol strength. In New York City, there is even parking tax at a rate
of 18% to charge drivers because of the heavy traffic. Also if you’re lucky enough to
win the lottery or in any gambling game, an over 40% tax rate would be imposed on
the winning prize.
As far as the job description of accountants is concerned, it’s not only just concerned
with filing tax for companies and individuals. They also assist in registering a new
company, dealing with trust funds and will setup; the accountants, generally speaking,
would charge less than the lawyers do upon those issues. However the tax laws or
regulations are constantly revised and modified nearly every year, accountants hence
have to be familiar with old and new ones so as to well serve the customers’ needs.
In the United States, everyone is required to file the tax. About tax for individuals,
salary payment, interest, real estate selling, stock trade, rent incomes, insurance
reimbursement, retirement funds, lottery winning, etc. are all included. Some people
of low incomes are eligible for tax exempt or a low tax rate of 13%. Others have
incomes at low to moderate levels pay the tax rate of 15%. Still others belonging to
the group of moderate to high incomes need to pay a tax rate of 30%. And the tax rate
at 48% is for people with high incomes. Something needs to be heighted here is
several people might only do tax filing but not tax paying in terms of their very low
incomes.
Inheritance or estate tax is sort of duty of the rich to the whole society. But unless the
sum of the inheritance is over $3,000,000, the tax wouldn’t be imposed then.
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The inheritance is usually comprised of cash, jewelry, real estate, stocks, bank
savings, and companies. Ironically when the rich passed away, the one who is
possibly able to profit quite a lot would be the government and the lawyer.
All the buildings, not matter for self-residence, renting out or for commerce, property
tax would be applied to. In China however if the building or housing is self-own or
for self-use (not for any profit making instead,) that will be a tax exemption case.
People who own self-use properties generally would annually pay about $4,000 for
property tax in the New York City while people living in Long Island or New Jersey
are required to pay roughly over $5,000 depending on the size of the property.
As for commercial buildings in the New York City, the owners usually pay $15,000 a
year for tax, though tax rate is constantly increasing every year. Some repair fee of
maintenance however could be deductible from tax payment. And a large construction
fee is probably even applied to property tax deduction up to several years.
Overall speaking, property tax is one of the main incomes for the government of the
United States. And out of that tax incomes generated from citizens every year, 60% of
them would go to education funds. The suburbs are often regarded as residential areas
where people dwell to lead an easier life of quality and with more space compared
with living in the narrow and crowded downtown districts. Chinese parents no matter
they’re educated or not tend to supply their children with a better environment to
grow up; many of them would hence choose to move to Long Island and New Jersey.
The American government also has the restrict regulations to ban commercial
activities in the residential areas, and that’s also why most good schooling areas are
always in the suburbs.
Although tax season is officially fixed, people still can apply an extension time to file
the tax later if needed. It’s important to note here that tax penalties and interests
would be resulted from recklessly late filing and delayed payment. And sometimes
how big the sum is could be just unexpected, therefore everyone should be alert about
that.
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Adults in the Unites States are Fully Burdened with Responsibilities
Adults in The Unites States usually refer to people at their age of 20 to 65 years old
although by law 20 years old is age of majority and the threshold of adulthood. And
the full retirement age has been 65 for many years; that age however gradually
increases until it reaches 67 for people born after 1942 and it might be going to
increase to 68 sooner or later.
As we could seemingly tell from American movies, some illusions and deceptive
pictures might impact people to assume Americans all lead a luxury life, living in the
spectacular houses and indulged in all kinds of extravagant activities, such as savoring
great cuisines, huge and fun bashes, world traveling, romantically in love all the time,
etc. The reality goes on an opposite direction in spite of that misconception.
Take families with moderate incomes for example, life could be just simple and
routine set to happen most likely between workplaces and homes. Married couples if
with children would often go straight home after work almost every day during the
week. There are actually no extra time and money to consume for party or most
entertainments. Some families could hardly make it to go eat out once a week though.
In leisure hours, people would be quite satisfied if family friends occasionally visit
and get to have some great fun altogether.
For Americans, owning houses or homes and automobiles would kind of mean the
fulfillment of life. To Chinese, we’re aggressive to look to run the business to feel
more content and secure about life beyond that. It’s not that easy to achieve the goals
nowadays in the Unites States.
30 years ago in New York City, the market price was way cheaper than today to
afford. Now an apartment in Manhattan at the size of 800 square feet would
unbelievably cost nearly million dollars. After purchasing a housing or property, all
types of fees for daily use like water, electricity, heat, gas, air conditioner, etc. plus
the property tax and maintenance expense could be at least for $20,000 every year.
And same situation happens to automobile purchase. Beyond the real cost on it, gas,
parking, ticket penalty, and repair fees are never lessen once you own it.
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To further analyze, lots of homes even come with beautiful gardens and it really takes
time to carefully maintain them in a good status, not mentioning you got to do the
snow shoveling in winter and gardening in the rest of 3 seasons. Besides, it’s better to
learn some repair skills for urgent cases at home. That greatly saves money to hire
someone else to fix those home equipment problems as well.
Automobiles well serve us human beings in the modern world and somehow in return,
we are without a doubt to serve them when they’re broken or not having a good day.
Time and money would be invested on regular car care: washing, problem fixation,
and changing the engine oil. Also the parking fee and ticket penalty could be a lot
expense, too.
The main duty for the adults in America is to bring up and educate their next
generation. They do not do so much for their parents on the other hand. In this way
even if some day your kids become millionaires, that probably has nothing to do with
you. And for those parents who are suffering from insufficient living fees, they would
be subsidized by the government. When it comes to spoiling children by material stuff,
American parents wouldn’t mind at all spending much on new clothing. Chinese
parents might be more economical in the same situation. Usually the 2nd or third kids
in a Chinese family would only wear clothes left from the 1st child. But Chinese
parents would invest much more money to send their children at an young age to
develop their talents, such as painting, dancing, and other art or academic activities in
order to make sure their next generation would stand out at school or the society
hereafter.
People usually get paychecks or salary ever Friday in the United States. Most
Americans would simply go for fun after receiving the money from work. Golf
playing, clubbing, drinking and eating, all kinds of sports games and performances are
on their can’t-miss fun list. It’s easy for them to finish the money within a few days
once they get through them. The Chinese people on the contrary would rather save
more than spend when they get paid. By saving a small amount of money day by day,
that helps to faster realize the dreams of owning a business.
Air Conditioners, heat, water and telephones are one of the crucial pieces of daily
equipment nowadays. Recently the storm in Queens notoriously caused 25,000
families to lose electricity power and people complained so a lot.
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It is somewhat hard to recall and imagine how people can ever survive from the brutal
hot summer in the good old days. In the summertime of my childhood, my grandma
waved the Chinese palm fan, trying to ease the heat of summer night while we’re
hanging outside. It’s actually been a tradition for over 500 years. Then there come the
1st electric fan about 50 years ago, and air conditioners were invented and massproduced 40 years ago. People then started to overly depend on them. It ends up with
that people as if can’t live without air conditioners in summer.
As far as the different characteristics of weather in different states in U.S.A. is
concerned, it’s far colder in the northern parts, and several states in the south like
Florida are of mild weather, so heat is hence not really needed there in winter. And in
wintertime, all organizations and companies in America are required to offer heat in
order to protect the citizens from the cold. In New York the temperature in winter
particularly sometimes even drops to be minus 20 something Celsius degree. That’s
why it’s essential to keep people stay warm all throughout the season.
The official time for heat submission starts from October 1st each year until May 30th
the next year. If owners of buildings and apartments refuse to do that, they would get
a penalty up to $500 every single day until the situation is improved.
The Heat and Air Conditioners are on All Year Round
There are several types of air conditioners inclusive of window mounted, single- or
multi-split, and central air conditioning. The central air conditioning used to be watercooled, and now changed to use air cool chiller. But because Freon is destructive to
environmental protection, the scientists are still searching for a good substitute.
Window mounted air conditioners are only for cooling the air in the room, and singleor multi-split ones could have both heating and cooling functions.
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Because of the kinds of air conditioners are so many, when purchasing it is important
to ask and compare. A window mounted air conditioner wouldn’t last long; if it’s
broken, you probably would rather throw it away due to its high repair cost. In
contrast, Single- or multi-split air conditioners and central air conditioning can be
used for longer, but it requires professional technicians to help set them up.
Moreover, central air conditioning is at the high price zone and companies or business
owners are more likely to sign a long-term maintenance contract with air conditioning
firms. In this way, the firms would help fix any problem with the conditioning right
away if any.
In the past people used coal to make heat. Then coal was replaced by more effective
fuel oil. Recently gas is a popular candidate for the materials of heat. The heat
machinery usually has automatic controlling system and that makes a lot of easy sense
to users. Since the repairing task is relatively easy as well, quite many Chinese have
entered this field to make a living.
Also it does take knowledge to select the right one among so many choices of sizes
and functions of refrigerators. A small size of 18*18 inches is good for common small
offices. Families tend to purchase the ones of at least 24*48-inche size. Oftentimes
there are 2 main compartments in a refrigerator: upper freezer as well as the bottom
one.
Commercial refrigerators come in a large size and enable all types of food ingredients
to store there. And because some of them are so roomy, people could even walk in
and out in use. They are also called walk-in (fridge) boxes.
Some commercial buildings, hotels and restaurants would ask for special type of
refrigerators with a high power pump to fit in their overall interior designs and meet
the needs of complexity. Their setup work is never easy task. So those business
owners would appoint designers and architects to work on together.
In addition, the government of New York City has a series of tough guidelines on
heating requirements. The landlords are required to turn on the heat for the tenants in
winter.
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The central heating system needs to have a switch on. For sometimes in the office, the
heat could be set at a too high temperature or on for too long, people then begin to
feel thirsty and physically uncomfortable. Usually the good temperature of heat
indoors better keeps around 70 degree ferinheight.
During the summertime in New York City several millions of air conditioners on at
the same time is really nothing new. Each air conditioner produces cool air inside but
also discharges hot air out. That together attributes an already high temperature at 90
degree ferinheight outside to reach even over 100 degree. The worse scenario in the
modern cities today is that hot air together with the heat waste coming from the
automobiles accelerates global warming everywhere worldwide.
There Are Various Easy Accesses to Enjoy Welfares Largely Provided by the
Government of the United States
Confucius Plaza Apartments is one of those iconic landmarks of Chinatown in New
York. With a 14-story height, it is also the tallest building in Chinatown. The interest
of mortgage for Confucius Plaza Apartments was actually subsidized by the federal
government and hence it was meant to rent to those families with moderate incomes
since finished in 1975. In the past 30 years, even rents in the New York City have
gone crazily high, the residents their still enjoy a low rent as agreed before.
Also because Confucius Plaza Apartments is right located at the center of Chinatown
and with its decent management and the convenient public transportation around, no
one living there wants to move out. That affects lots of new applicants need to wait
for a long period, maybe over 20 years to get in.
The government of the New York City takes good care of people with low incomes in
many ways of subsidies. For instance, there are buildings built by the government and
rented to families with low to moderate incomes. Though the rent is cheap, the
application is usually complicated and takes time. And the Section 8 program is
federally funded and to help low to moderate income families to get rent subsidies by
90% out of the market rent prices. The supportive housing for the elderly is aimed to
service the aged over 65 years old.
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The United States is a democratic country and aimed to provide a sound welfare
system to the citizens. So the low-income families and people qualified for tax
exempt and deduction could be able to apply for the subsidies through different social
service organizations and institutes. For examples, Chinese-American Planning
Council, Asian American for Equity Credit Center and Immigrant Social Service Inc.
all focus on offering the majorities of welfare services to Chinese or Asian
descendants. The staff in those organizations would try in their power to assist
everyone in the application.
Even though gender equality is widely accepted in the United States, the role of a
married woman in the family is still tightly related to things of bringing up children. If
that’s a case in a low-income family, the wife could receive welfare from the
government after the husband passes away, and vice versa.
Pondering in the United States seeing a doctor as well as all related medical care fees
are expensive, it’s imperative for the families to own health insurances. Generally
speaking, families with moderate to high incomes have to purchase health insurances
on their own. Usually take a month as the unit of time, health insurances for
individuals will cost $700 and the ones for whole families will cost $1200. Some odds
now are noticed on the streets in Flushing in Queens regarding that some insurance
companies try to sell health insurances on their street booths. They declare they can
be able to efficiently help apply for medical subsidies from the government for free. If
so, those low-income families could be the right candidates for them. However it is
also said that a few families with moderate to high incomes might also be greedy
about those subsidies and look for to get them through maybe illegal routes. But as
advised by the law experts, it’s not worth a try since those can be even put in jail once
they’re discovered cheating on subsidies.
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The rapid world’s population growth is keeping on and it is essential for all us to
effectively help slow it down. It’s very common in moderate to high-income families
in America to have 1 to 2 children. They do have strong financial abilities and a
quality good life for their next generation, but the efforts and money dedicated to
raisin up and educating the children are still pricy to them.
On the contrary, the low-income families that depend on all types of the subsidies
from the government for a living would probably rather give birth to babies as many
as possible, particularly since they then could be eligible to stay in the subsidized
child care program and entitled to receiving the money for longer. Unfortunately
those parents of low-income families seem to more care about how much money they
would bring in rather than how to educate their kids. It often ends up with a bad result
that those kids have a hard time to get a good job or a normal life when they grow up.
Still one of the government welfares is that schooling is compulsory for all children in
the United States since kindergarten starting at 5 or 6 years old until finishing
secondary school with twelfth grades. Tuition and fees in the universities or colleges
are relatively high compared with the costs of compulsory education system,
especially in some famous private universities. On the other hand, tuition and fees in
the states universities are cheaper and schools usually offer students financial plans
and scholarships. A few well-known universities provide students with excellent
academic or athletic expertise with full scholarships. Apart from that, the government
also prepares immigrants for free English classes and training programs in order to
help them easily seize jobs.
Being a doctor in America is really type of occupation with a high authority. At
workplaces, if the doctor diagnoses an injured employee as handicapped and no
longer being able to work again, the employer’s insurance company needs to pay him
or her same amount of salary on a monthly frequency. And for those getting hurt from
work could get the retirement funds earlier even before reaching the retirement age.
Also if the doctor suggests the patients to have home care, the government or the
medical insurance company will take care of all bills.
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America is no doubt a free country and people are somehow open-minded as far as
sex things are concerned. It’s no stranger to finding out women having babies without
being married. Some young girls don’t even reach the official marriage age of 18
when they bear a baby that is especially very common among low-income families.
The government then would offer those women or girls subsidies of living, the rent,
medical care, etc. until they’re finally able to support themselves or find a financially
stable husband. Sometimes they simply get all subsidies until the children turn 18
years old. That is one of the weird social phenomena in the United States.
Health insurance cards are given to the elderly over 65 years old. There are 2 types of
them. One is for people with moderate to high incomes, and they could get 80% of the
medical fee from the government as subsidies. The other is for people with low
incomes, and they could enjoy all free medical checks. As we can tell the American
government really takes care of low-income people upon medical care.
I ever got a knee injury and had a surgery for $15,000. And while I also had to stay in
the hospital for 4 days and that cost me over $10,000. Then I was diagnosed to require
home care service and physical therapy after that, as well. The medical fees totaled
amazingly at approximately $35,000 to 40,000. However with the purchase of health
insurance, I just paid for the 20% of the whole sum of money, saving me quite big
bucks.
In recent years, the new immigrants have seemingly known how to make better use of
the welfare system in the United States. Although before moving here, the immigrants
need to submit the Affidavit of support, ensuring they not only have adequate means
of financial support and won not get to receive social welfare in the following 5 years.
However in reality, the staff of social service organizations and the government
doesn’t usually thoroughly check on applicants, instead, they even put advertisements
everywhere, welcoming more people to come apply for all welfare services.
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The military system in the United States runs as in a voluntary mechanism through
which it derives its manpower from volunteers instead of from a mandatory service.
The youth when they reach a certain age are entitled to joining the army. During the
peace eras, the military forces of the United States wouldn’t include the illegal
immigrants to serve the jobs; however in war times, they make exception for that.
People usually would get to enjoy lots of welfares after their serving the U.S. army.
First, if they used to be illegal immigrants, they will be granted with a green cared or
even better citizenship. Second, they could enjoy housing subsidies as well as well
health insurances. Third, they are free of all fees and tuition when attending
universities or colleges, and they even would receive living subsidies, too. Couples of
the governors in American history ever joined the military, including President
Dwight David Eisenhower.
The government also pays attention to the handicapped and make sure they provide a
safe and friendly environments for them everywhere in the society. Therefore in the
public places such as parks, cinemas, playgrounds or library, etc., special ladders and
ramps would be carefully set for the handicapped people. Also if people have to line
up to get in somewhere, the handicapped can enter directly and pay the tickets with a
discount or even for free. And when the handicapped drive, the police wouldn’t
randomly ticket them without clarification. Also they have their own parking spots in
many places. Even when the handicapped feel others’ discrimination or rude of them,
the handicapped people by law could accuse those of their bad behaviors.
The American government is quite devoted to holding cultural and entertainment
events and activities all year round. In spring, summer or fall, lost of free concerts or
various types of performances of multi-cultures, art, fashion, etc. will be presented to
the citizens. In the parks, playgrounds for kids, tennis and basketball courts, and
swimming pools are all common equipment. All those measurements greatly lift up
and richen the leisure hours of citizens and further help them to possess sound mind
and body.
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Highways in the Unites States cross everywhere and its total mileage is the world no.1.
Especially those interstate highways, they are extremely wide and straight, going
across all over America. Since Americans care about environmental protection, they
plant lots of tree by the roads and also build up clean and comfortable toilets for use
on the way. You would often get to enjoy beautiful landscapes when driving on
highways as well. Also all the road signs there are clear and easy to comprehend.
Even though not familiar with the road conditions, it is never difficult to reach any
destination as long as you follow the signs and instructions. Perhaps that’s also why
road trips are so popular in the United States.
Then speaking of those, no matter families or individuals, who receive the subsidies
form the government, they’re not limited to live anywhere or to lead a certain simple
life style. They are just as free as anyone else.
Consequently, some people who are subsidized by the government actually live a
quite fanciful life by splurging money in high-end, expensive restaurants and
automobile purchase. The government however wouldn’t actively investigate if those
who receive subsidies might actually live a totally different life as they claim at the
application except that someone discloses the fact. If so, the subsidized families or
individuals will be disqualified for any welfare hereafter, and the worse maybe the
government will get back those money given before and further put them into prison.
As we probably all know the government of United States is fond of playing a role as
the international police officer for the whole world. Because of that, they even accept
international refugees form many countries. Those refugees would be provided with
great social subsidies, free or low-rent housing, living subsidies, and health insurances,
and so on once they land in America. In addition, the government also offers them
free English classes and job training programs; they could overall enjoy all welfares
for up to 5 years.
Baggers in China often refer to people who ask for foods, exchanges or some other
material assistance from others. Those types of people have another name as the
homeless here in the Unites States.

